Summary

Research topic is about "the philosophy of ethics when Derek parfit" has been addressed through three doors, expressed the important ethical issues such as the "dilemma of the prisoners," "fishermen", the problem of hunger and global poverty, personal identity, the problem of selection and moral significance has on individuals currently In the future, the use of policy dangerous, the issue of depletion, fatherhood, a disabled child, pregnancy, illegal, smoking, slavery, population density and the conclusion is obnoxious, personal freedom, the problem of anxiety, pain, racial discrimination, inequality is fair in the distribution of wealth among the people, the problems of moral in medicine, euthanasia, abortion and embryonic stem cells and organ transplants, and the problem of exploitation of women by men.

Also invoked his theory of moral principles to several high moral principle such as the exchange of give and take, impartiality and objectivity ideal observer theory, personal influence, priority